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Peculiar magnetotransport properties in
epitaxially stabilized orthorhombic Ru3+

perovskite LaRuO3 and NdRuO3
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Lingfei Zhang1, Takahiro C. Fujita 1 , Yuuki Masutake2, Minoru Kawamura 3, Taka-hisa Arima 3,4,
Hiroshi Kumigashira 2,5, Masashi Tokunaga 3,6 & Masashi Kawasaki 1,3

Complex oxides are interestingmaterials wheremultiple physical properties and functionalities can be
realized by integrating different elements in a single compound. However, owing to the chemical
instability, not all the combinations of elements can be materialized despite the intriguing potential
expected from theirmagnetic andelectronic properties. Herewedemonstrate anepitaxial stabilization
of orthorhombic Ru3+ perovskite oxides: LaRuO3 andNdRuO3, and their magnetotransport properties
that reflect the difference between non-magnetic La3+ and magnetic Nd3+. Above all, an
unconventional anomalous Hall effect accompanied by an inflection point in magnetoresistance is
observed around 1.3 T below 1 K for NdRuO3, which we propose is possibly related to a non-coplanar
spin textureonNd3+ sublattice. These studies notonly serve as anew testbed for the interplaybetween
spin-orbit coupling and Coulomb interaction but also open a new avenue to explore topological
emergent phenomena in well-studied perovskite oxides.

The interplay between spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and Coulomb correlation
has become a central topic in condensed-matter physics1–3. This crucial
importance has been widely known, especially in 4d and 5d transition metal
oxides, where SOC acts on an energy scale comparable to the other energy
scales such as bandwidth, crystal field, and Coulomb interaction, etc. This
class of materials has attracted considerable attention since the discovery of
Mott insulating state in Sr2IrO4

4. The study has expanded to other heavy
transitionmetal oxides, especially with the d5 configuration under octahedral
crystal field1,2,5. In such materials of interest, partially filled 4d or 5d t2g-band
are split into aneffective j = 1/2doublet andeffective j= 3/2quartets as shown
in Fig. 1a. Indeed, a number of novel topological phenomena related to the
effective j = 1/2 states have been reported not only in oxides with Ir4+ 5–8 but
also in α-RuCl3 with Ru3+ as a possible candidate of Kitaev quantum spin
liquid9–11.Here,we pose a questionwhether it is possible to stabilizeRu3+ state
in oxide thin films as in the case of well-studied Ir4+, providingmore “knobs”
to tune the physical properties by utilizing epitaxial strain or heterointerface.

From the chemistry point of view, the stable oxidation state of Ru is
generally +4 or higher in oxides12. LnRuO3 (Ln: lanthanide) perovskite

oxides (orthorhombic Pbnm phase, as shown in Fig. 1b) are rare exceptions
of an oxidation state of Ru3+. Because of difficulties in synthesis, however,
studies on LnRuO3 are quite limited; with bulk polycrystals13–16 and single
crystals17, and their electronic and magnetic properties have not been
revealed well, in contrast to AeRu4+O3 (Ae: alkaline earth)18–21. Different
from AeRu4+O3, LnRuO3 can accommodate magnetic Ln3+, which renders
this system an intriguing playground for the magnetic interaction between
Ru-4d itinerant electrons and Ln-4f localized moments (Fig. 1c). In this
point of view, LnRuO3 is a unique system among Ln-M-O (M: transition
metal) complex oxides that can support magnetization from Ln-site and
metallic conduction onM-O network at the same time, which is critical for
evaluating the magnetic interaction by magnetotransport properties. To
address this issue, we summarize electrical conductivity of two well-studied
structures: perovskite (LnMO3) andpyrochlore (Ln2M2O7) inFig. 1d,where
metallic ones are limited to LaNiO3, LaCuO3, LRO, Pr2Ir2O7, and
Ln2Mo2O7 (Ln =Nd, Sm, Gd)13,22–25.

Among magnetotransport properties, the Hall effect in magnets has
been of great interest, especially after the discovery of topological Hall effect
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(THE). In contrast to the conventional anomalous Hall effect (AHE) in
magnets, which appears to be proportional to uniform magnetization M,
THE originates from topological magnetic states such as magnetic vortex,
skyrmion, and non-coplanar spin arrangement. Among various materials,
perovskite oxide thin films and heterostructures have been serving as a
fertile playground for investigating THE. However, an anomaly seen in
magnetic field dependence of AHE deviating from that ofM cannot always
be assigned to THE originating from topological spin texture because the
superposition of multiple contributions to conventional AHE can mimic
THE signal, which often cannot be ignored in thin films due to the existence
of surface/interface, strain, and inhomogeneities26,27.

In thiswork, we report the fabrication of the epitaxial thinfilms of LRO
and NdRuO3 (NRO) with utilizing solid phase epitaxy technique. X-ray
absorption spectroscopic (XAS) studies support Ru3+ oxidation state in the
films.We carry out systematic electrical transport studies inmagnetic fields
up to 54 T and at temperatures down to 50mK to investigate the veiled
magnetotransport properties of LROandNRO.Wefind that both LROand
NRO are metallic though NRO shows a slight upturn below 20 K. LRO
exhibits only an ordinaryHall effect, whileNROexhibits a clear signature of
AHE, which is successfully deconvoluted from ordinary one with the aid of
the high-filed measurements up to 54 T. Especially below 1 K, an uncon-
ventional AHE emerges at around 1.3 T concomitantly with an anomaly in
magnetoresistance. We propose a possible mechanism of this unconven-
tional AHE in the context of THE related to a non-coplanar spin texture
realized in the orthorhombic perovskite structure, while unambiguous
assignment requires further challenging experiments due to its appearance

only at very low temperatures below 1 K. These results altogether demon-
strate that epitaxial stabilization is a potent activator to pushnew frontiers of
the playground for strongly correlated electrons28–30 with both sizeable SOC
and magnetic interaction that will facilitate new fundaments and high-end
applications31,32.

Results and discussion
Structural properties
Epitaxial LRO and NRO thin films were prepared on SrTiO3 (STO) (001)
substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and subsequent annealing
process (SeeMethods, SupplementaryNote 1, and Supplementary Figs. 1, 3
for the details). X-ray diffraction (XRD) 2θ-θ scan profiles of the films are
presented in Fig. 2a, b. From the positions of (002) peaks (pseudocubic
setting), out-of-plane lattice constants of LRO and NRO are deduced to be
3.96Å and 3.94Å, respectively. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
in rocking curves of (002) peaks (Supplementary Figs. 1d, g) is less than 0.1°
for both LRO and NRO films, reflecting high orientation and crystallinity.
Thicknesses of the LRO and NRO films are around 6 nm and 9 nm,
respectively, which are deduced from x-ray reflectivity measurements at
lower incident angles (Supplementary Fig. 1b, e). The root-mean-square
roughness of the films is as small as sub-nanometer order before the
annealing while the surface becomes several times rougher after the
annealing, which is deduced from their atomic force microscope images
(Supplementary Fig. 2). The epitaxial relationship between the substrate and
the thin films is clarified by the reciprocal spacemappings (RSM) presented
in Fig. 2c (and Supplementary Fig. 5). The peak of LRO exhibits a slight
broadening toward smaller Qx from the peak position of STO. Since the
mismatch between bulk LRO (3.94Å in pseudocubic setting) and STO
substrate (3.905Å) is as large as 1%, this broadening indicates that the thin
film near the interface is fully strained while the rest part is partially relaxed.
On the other hand, NRO (3.92Å in pseudocubic setting), which has less
mismatch to STOsubstrate, doesnot show sucha peak broadening and thus
is fully strained. The high quality of the films can be confirmed by TEM
images presented in Fig. 2d, e as well. Lattice images in an atomic resolution
are clearly seen for thin films epitaxially grown on STO substrate. The
formation of orthorhombic perovskite structure is also supported by elec-
tron beam diffractions (Supplementary Fig. 4).

Oxidation state of Ru
As evidenced by the XRD and TEMmeasurements, it is apparent that LRO
and NRO films are stabilized as perovskite structures. However, as men-
tioned above, Ru3+ is generally unstable in oxides12. To further confirm the
oxidation state of Ru, XASmeasurements are performed for both LRO and
NRO films. Figure 2f and its inset respectively show the wide and near-edge
XAS for these thin films in comparison with those for Ru metal (Ru0),
SrRuO3 (Ru

4+), and RuO2 (Ru
4+) as references. As shown in the inset of

Fig. 2f, RuK-edge energies of LRO andNRO are located at the lower energy
(reduction) side than those of SrRuO3 and RuO2, indicating that the oxi-
dation state of Ru in LRO and NRO is less than+4. The oxidation state is
semi-quantitatively evaluated by comparing the Ru K-edge energies of the
films with those of reference compounds for Ru2+ or Ru3+, as shown in
Fig. 2g33,34. Here, Ru K-edge energy is defined as the energy at which the
normalized absorption intensity decreased by half. The Ru K-edge energies
of LROandNROare represented by red and blue vertical lines, respectively,
while the ones of other compounds are plottedby symbolswith the reported
oxidation states. Ru K-edge energies of LRO and NRO are located among
the ones of standard references for Ru3+; Ru3+Cl3, Ru

3+I3, and [Ru
3+(NH3)5]

Cl3. Therefore, we conclude that Ru predominantly exists as +3 oxidation
state in both LRO and NRO films.

Comparison of magnetotransport properties between LaRuO3

and NdRuO3

Temperature dependence of longitudinal resistivity (ρxx− T curves) for
LRO and NRO is presented in Fig. 3a, b. In Fig. 3a, ρxx is shown in a
logarithmic scale to compare with those in previous studies (dashed lines).
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For LRO, our thin film sample is metallic down to 5 K and ρxx slightly
increases at lower temperatures. Compared with the works by refs. 13,14 for
polycrystalline samples, our LRO film has a lower ρxx by one order of
magnitude. For NRO, in striking contrast to the insulating behavior
reported in the bulk polycrystalline sample15, our thin film is metallic down
to 20K and shows a weak upturn in ρxx with further cooling. This
improvement in conductivity, plausibly originating from the high crystal-
linity and less grain boundary scattering in our epitaxial thin films, endows
an opportunity to examine magnetotransport properties of the two con-
trasting LRO and NRO with non-magnetic La3+ and magnetic Nd3+,
respectively.

Magnetic field (B) dependence of magnetoresistance ratio (MRR
(%)≡ [ρxx(B)/ρxx(0)− 1] × 100) and Hall resistivity (ρyx) up to 9 T mea-
sured by Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS, Quantum
Design Co.) are presented in Fig. 3c–f. For LRO, MRR increases mono-
tonically (Fig. 3c), and ρyx is linear (Fig. 3d) to the magnetic field down to
2 K. These behaviors suggest a paramagnetic and metallic state in LRO,
which is consistent with previous reports13,14. On the other hand, NRO
exhibits peculiar behaviors at low temperatures in both MRR (Fig. 3e) and
ρyx (Fig. 3f). Negative MRR, which is a typical response in magnetic mate-
rials, is observed below 5 K. Above 30 K, ρyx is linear but exhibits a sign
reversal at around 60 K. Below 30 K, ρyx is no longer linear to the magnetic

field.What ismore, at 0.5 K, auniquebulge inMRRandahumpstructure in
ρyx are observed at an identicalmagneticfield of∼1.3 T (Also discussed later
on in relation to the unconventional Hall effect in NdRuO3). These distinct
behaviors observed only in NRO at low temperatures suggest an essential
role of an interaction between Nd-4f spins and Ru-4d electrons in magne-
totransport properties, compelling us to perform further measurements
with a pulsed high magnetic field.

Magnetotransport properties of NdRuO3 under high
magnetic field
Magnetic field dependence of MRR and ρyx up to 54 T for NRO are pre-
sented in Fig. 4a, b, respectively, together with the results measured with a
PPMS up to 9 T (thick lines). As presented in Fig. 4a, MRR increases
monotonically up to 54 T above 10K. Below 10 K, MRR decreases at lower
fields with a minimum at B ≈ 10 T and turns to increase at higher fields
similar to the ones above 10 K. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 4d,
where ρxx− T curves under different magnetic fields are shown. Intrigu-
ingly, the slopes of ρyx saturate at a similar negative value at higher fields
regardless of the measurement temperatures (Fig. 4b). Because of this,
ordinary Hall coefficient (RH) can be deduced from linear fittings of ρyx
between 45 T and 54 T. As presented in Fig. 4e, RH has little temperature
dependence below 150 K. Therefore, with the help of the high-field
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measurements, the sign reversal of ρyx observed in Fig. 3f is revealed to be
irrelevant to a carrier-type change.

Anomalous Hall effect of NdRuO3

Having clarified that the carrier-type of NRO is electron regardless of
temperatures, we can discuss the AHE of NRO.With using the deduced RH
in Fig. 4e, anomalous Hall resistivity ρAHE is defined as
ρAHE(B) = ρyx(B)− RHB and presented in Fig. 4c. AHE is an important
electrical transport phenomenon attracting extensive interest in both fun-
damental physics and potential applications26,35. Indeed, NRO unveils var-
ious AHE originating from different magnetic interactions depending on
temperatures and magnetic fields as we discuss below.

Athigh temperatures,AHEemerges below∼100 Kwhile ρyx is linear to
the magnetic field above 120 K. Since 100K is too high for Ln3+ ions to be
ordered inperovskite oxides36,AHE in this temperature range is supposed to
originate fromthemagnetismofRu3+ inducedby the appliedmagneticfield.
At lower temperatures, AHE at the high-field region shows almost no
temperature dependence while it develops much faster at the low field
region below 20 K. This feature can be also confirmed clearly in the tem-
perature dependenceof ρAHE at variousmagneticfields (ρAHE(B)− T curve)
shown in Fig. 4f. Here, ρAHE increases dramatically below 20 K even at 1 T,
which is distinct from other curves measured at higher magnetic fields.

Finally, below 1 K, AHE starts to show a distinct behavior. Figure 5a
shows ρAHEbelow5 Kand4 T.At 0.8 Kand0.5 K, clear hump structures are
observed at∼1.3 Twhile ρAHE almostmonotonically increases as a function
of B above 1.5 K. Furthermore, as presented in Fig. 5b, inflection points are
observed for MRR at the same field range below 0.8 K. To compare the
relationship between these two anomalies, we show the magnetic field
derivatives of ρAHE andMRRat 0.5 K in Fig. 5c. Thehump structure in ρAHE
and the inflection point in MRR appear almost at the same magnetic field,
which is indicative of the same origin for these two phenomena: plausibly a
magnetic one.

Since AHE is generally proportional to the magnetization M, it is
didactic to compare the observed AHE with the magnetic properties mea-
sured for another thickNRO film (NRO5) down to 2 K (See Supplementary
Note 5 and Supplementary Figs. 8, 9). As presented in Supplementary
Fig. 9a, M becomes detectable at ∼100K, which coincides with the emer-
gence of the AHE shown in Fig. 4c. In the range of 30–100 K,M increases
linearly to themagnetic field up to 7 T, indicating thatNRO is in anAFMor
a paramagnetic (PM) phase. Considering that there is no anomaly in the
ρxx− T curve usually concomitant with magnetic transitions, we speculate
that NROmay be PM in this temperature range, andmagnetic moments of
Ru3+ induced by the applied magnetic field lead to the AHE. At tempera-
tures lower than 20 K,M becomes non-linear to the magnetic field, which
can be the reason for the steep increase inAHE at lowfields in Fig. 4c, f. This
alludes to the existence of an additional magnetic component that is sen-
sitive to magnetic field only at lower temperatures, which is attributable to
Nd3+ moments, yet they may not be ordered in the temperature range. We
also compare the magnetic field dependence of magnetization (M−H
curve) with the ρAHE−H curve for this thick NRO film, and find an almost
perfect agreement between them above 10 K (Supplementary Fig. 9).

Possible origin of unconventional anomalous Hall effect of
NdRuO3

Finally, we discuss the origin of the hump structure in AHE at lower tem-
peratures than 1 K. As previously reported, such a hump structure could
arise from the trivial superposition of multiple contributions to conven-
tional AHE as we mentioned in Introduction, which has been reported in
many studies of SrRuO3 thin films and heterostructures. At present, we
cannot exclude the possibility that the hump structure in NdRuO3 also
originates from such contributions from conventional AHE. On the other
hand, LnRuO3 studied here are distinctive materials that can accommodate
magnetic Ln3+ ions different from SrRuO3. Therefore, we attempt to pro-
pose an alternative mechanism in the framework of THE due to Nd3+
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moments. Here, we assume THE characteristic of the “non-coplanar”
magnetic structure with finite scalar spin chirality defined as χS = Si·(Sj×Sk)
(See inset of Fig. 5a)35.Actually, non-coplanar spin textures are ubiquitous in
M-site of orthorhombic LnMO3 including NdMO3 (M: 3d transition
metal)36. For example, in NdMO3 (M =Cr, Fe, etc.), employing Bertaut’s
notation37, a non-coplanar GbAaFc spin texture of M3+ moments has been
widely confirmed.On the other hand, forNd3+moments,GbAa (M = Sc, In)
or Cc (M =Cr, Co, Ga) textures are commonly observed while both are
coplanar36,38–40. Considering the more itinerant nature of Ru-4d electron,
realization of the non-coplanar GbAaFc spin structure of Ru3+ moments is
unlikely in NRO, thus we speculate that finite χS is mediated by the spin
texture of Nd3+ moments. We are aware that this speculation should be
supported by direct observation of magnetic structure or measurements of
elemental-sensitive techniques such as neutron diffraction and x-ray mag-
netic circular dichroism. However, because of the thin film nature of the
sample and the low ordering temperature (~1 K), they are not feasible at
present. Therefore, we propose a possible mechanism based on the crystal
symmetry as discussed below (Also see Supplementary Notes 6 and 7).

As a starting point, we hypothesize that Nd3+ moments in NRO have
GbAa order as the ground state (Supplementary Fig. 10c) and turn into
ferromagnetic (FM) order (Supplementary Fig. 10e) at ∼2.5 T, where THE
disappears (Fig. 5a), since χS should vanish in the FM state. This type of

transition is indeed reported in GdFeO3, where Gd
3+ moments take GbAa

ground state and turn into FM state at about 5 T and 2 K41. As mentioned
above, the spin structure of GbAa order is coplanar, where Nd

3+ moments
are confinedwithin the ab-plane of orthorhombic setting. In ourNRO film,
the ab-plane is perpendicular to the film surface, which is confirmed by
electron beam diffraction and RSM (See Supplementary Note 3 and Sup-
plementary Table 3). Thus, when a magnetic field is applied perpendicular
to thefilm surface, it is parallel to theab-plane.With increasing themagnetic
field, Nd3+ moments are aligned toward the field direction, leading to an
induced FMorder.We suggest, during this transition, Nd3+moments point
toward the c-axis and form a non-coplanar spin texture as presented in
Fig. 5d (Also see Supplementary Fig. 10d) instead of simply rotating in the
ab-plane, which we conjecture can be a source of finite χS. Here in NRO,
because of the square lattice, the definition of χS is not as straightforward as
in the case of well-known triangular lattices. Yet, by summing up χS from all
the possible combinations of the three spins, it can be achieved. Although a
more detailed discussion is provided in SupplementaryNote 7, χS from each
contribution is indeed canceled out when the crystal structure has a high
symmetry (See Supplementary Table 4, and Supplementary Figs. 11, 12).
We thus speculate that there must be some causes for breaking the bulk
crystal symmetry, which will be clarified by further studies for direct
evidence.

Fig. 4 | Magnetotransport properties of NdRuO3

thin film measured with a pulsed high field mag-
net.Magnetic field dependences ofMRR (a), ρyx (b),
and anomalous Hall resistivity (ρAHE, c) at various
temperatures. See the main text for the definition of
ρAHE. Both of the results measured with a PPMS
(thick lines below 9 T) and the pulsed high field
magnet (thin lines) are shown. The vertical dotted
line indicates the position of B = 9 T. The oscillation
patterns appeared at 1.4 K are merely from noise
because of the low measurement current which is
employed to suppress the Joule heating (See Meth-
ods for details). d Temperature dependence of ρxx at
B = 0, 9 (with a PPMS) and 54 T (with the pulsed
high field magnet). e Temperature dependence of
Hall coefficient (RH) deduced by a linear fitting of ρyx
between 45 and 55 T. An optical image of the device
structure for the transport measurements. Ni/Au
electrodes (dark areas) are deposited on the film and
then it is scribed (white dotted lines indicate the
scribed lines) to fabricate a Hall bar structure high-
lighted by the red colored area. f Temperature
dependence of ρAHE at selected magnetic field. The
curves for B = 1 and 54 T are presented by lines with
open and filled circles.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, we have successfully stabilized perovskite LRO and NRO
with Ru3+ in the epitaxial thin film form as a new materials platform to
investigate the interaction between Ru−4d and Ln-4f electrons. Magneto-
transport measurements highlight the clear difference between LRO and
NROreflecting the absence/presenceofmagneticmoments onLn-site aswe
designed. Especially, only NRO exhibits an anomalous Hall effect, wherein
interaction amongRu3+moments below100 K, and betweenNd3+ andRu3+

moments below 20 K play important roles. Above all, we capture an
unconventional AHE below 1 K. We propose a possible mechanism to
realize the unconventional AHE in the framework of topological spin tex-
ture based on the common spin configuration of orthorhombic per-
ovskite NdMO3.

Methods
Sample Preparation
Epitaxial LRO and NRO thin films were prepared on STO (001) substrates
by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and subsequent annealing process. This
procedure is the so-called solid phase epitaxy,where theprecursor seed layer
is epitaxially crystallized by annealing42. Targets for LRO and NRO were
prepared by solid-phase reaction using Ln2O3 (Ln = La or Nd) and RuO2

powders as starting materials. To avoid the deficiency of Ru, Ln2O3 and
RuO2 were mixed by themolar ratio of Ln:Ru = 1:1.25. Themixed powders
weremilled and calcined for 24 h at 1,150 °C in air. PowderX-raydiffraction
(XRD) confirmed that La3.5Ru4O13 and Nd2Ru2O7 were respectively
formed in LRO and NRO targets. The excess Ru remained as RuO2 in both
targets. Before deposition, STO substrates were annealed in-situ at 950 °C
under 10−5 Torr oxygen to obtain a clear step-terrace structure with single-
unit-cell height. The films were deposited at a substrate temperature of

600 °Cand an oxygen pressure of 10−4 Torr after the optimization of growth
conditions (See Supplementary Fig. 1a). KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm)
pulseswith a frequency of 5 Hz and afluence of∼2 J cm−2 were employed to
ablate the targets. After deposition, the as-grown thin films were annealed
with RuO2 powder in a tube furnace at 1000 °C for 2 h under 160mlmin−1

N2 flow (Supplementary Fig. 3). RuO2 powder works as a supplying source
for compensating Ru into the as-grown thin films to form the perovskite
structure.

Structural characterization
The structural properties of the samples were characterized by XRD (Smart
Lab, Rigaku) and transmission electron microscope (TEM) at room tem-
perature. The oxidation state of Ru in the films was analyzed by X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements around the Ru K-edge. The
XAS measurements were conducted in the fluorescence mode at BL14B2
beamline, SPring-8.

Magnetotransport measurements
For the magnetotransport measurements, a Hall bar structure was fabri-
catedbya scriber, andNi (10 nm)andAu(50 nm)electrodesweredeposited
by electron beam evaporation. Aluminum wires were attached to the six
electrodes to obtain longitudinal (ρxx) and Hall (ρyx) resistivities by four-
terminal measurements. A typical device structure is presented in the inset
of Fig. 4e. Themagneticfieldwas appliedperpendicularly to thefilm surface;
ρxx and ρyx were deduced by conventional symmetrization and anti-
symmetrization procedures, respectively. Magnetotransport measurements
were performed with a 9 T superconductingmagnet equippedwith a liquid
He cryostat (PPMS, Quantum Design Co.) down to 0.5 K. Above 2 K, the
measurement current Im was set to 50 μA. Below 2 K, Im was reduced to
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Fig. 5 | Unconventional Hall effect in NdRuO3 thin film. Magnetic field depen-
dence of ρAHE (a) and MRR (b) in the NRO film below 5 K at low-field region
(B ≤ 4 T) with vertical offsets for clarity. The results of 0.5, 2, and 5 K are identical to
the ones presented in Fig. 3e, f. For each curve in (a, b), its origin at B = 0 is indicated
by a thick horizontal bar. Inset of (a) is a schematic of a non-coplanar spin texture
that produces scalar spin chirality χS. The peak position of AHE and inflection point
of MRR are indicated by square and triangle, respectively. c Magnetic field depen-
dence of magnetic field derivatives of ρAHE (red curve, left axis) and MRR (blue

curve, right axis) at 0.5 K. The square and triangle in (c) indicate the zero point in
dρAHE/dB (i.e., peak in ρAHE) and the peak in dMRR/dB (i.e., an inflection point in
MRR) around 1.3 T, respectively. The red-colored areas in (a–c) highlight the field
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3 μA to prevent the Joule heating. Additional transport properties at lower
temperatures and higher magnetic fields were measured with a dilution
refrigerator down to 50mK (See SupplementaryNote 4 and Supplementary
Figs. 6, 7) and a pulsed magnet up to 54 T, respectively. For the high field
measurements, Im was set to 400 μA above 4.2 K and 60 μA at 1.4 K to
suppress the Joule heating. For the dilution refrigerator measurements, to
minimize the Joule heating, Im was set to 0.1 μA.

Magnetic measurements
Magnetization measurements for NRO were performed with a super-
conducting quantum interference device magnetometer (MPMS3, Quan-
tum Design Co.) down to 2 K and up to 7 T. Since it was challenging to
detect the magnetic moment signal in an ultra-thin film, a 37-nm-thick
NRO film was prepared for the magnetic measurements. A bare SrTiO3

substrate was also measured to subtract the diamagnetic contribution ori-
ginating from the substrate. The summary of magnetic properties is pre-
sented in Supplementary Note 5, and Supplementary Figs. 8, 9.

Summary of samples
Several LRO and NRO films were employed for the various measurements
mentioned above. See SupplementaryNote2 andSupplementaryTables1, 2
for the summary of these samples.

Data availability
All data are available in the main text or the supplementary materials.
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